What if the Capitol Christmas tree
came from our National Grasslands?
The USDA Forest Service not only oversees our National Forests, but our National Grasslands, too! Flowing east of
the Rocky Mountains, from the Badlands of North Dakota to north-central Texas, spilling into the Great Plains, are
20 National Grasslands. These wind swept seas of grass and wildflowers total almost 4 million acres.
For the last 50 years, a different National Forest has been selected to provide the “People’s Tree” to the U.S. Capitol.
But what if the tree came instead from our National Grasslands? What would it look like?

First, an introduction to our 2020 tree
The 2020 Capitol Christmas tree is a 55 foot tall Engelmann spruce tree from the Grand Mesa
Uncompahgre and Gunnison National Forests in Colorado. Engelmann spruce trees are found
throughout the Rocky Mountains. They can grow up to 200 feet tall and live over 500 years!

55
feet
tall!

Home sweet home on the Uncompahgre National Forest

Trees in National Grasslands
Although trees are uncommon in our National Grasslands,
they can grow there! While they won’t reach the towering
heights of the spruce and fir trees in our National Forests,
some trees, like this lone Plains cottonwood tree pictured
here, can still defy the odds and grow in areas where
moisture and rainwater collect.

How can grasses thrive in an area where trees cannot?

Grasses are hardy and can survive the extreme conditions of the grasslands. Limited rainfall,
thin topsoil, and frequent wildfires add to the list of challenges for a tree in the grasslands.

Water: Grasslands don’t recieve
enough rainfall to sustain a forest,
but not so little that they are a
desert. Grasses have adapted to
short-term changes in
precipitation and can withstand
short droughts.

Picture this!

Weather: Grasses bud
below ground or just at the
surface, making them
resistant to drought, fire, and
cold. The stem is narrow and
upright, reducing the effects
of heat in the summer.

Soil: The soil of the grasslands is
generally deep and fertile, with the
roots of the grasses penetrating
deep below ground where
moisture is retained during
droughts.

Due to the harsh conditions,
the relatively few trees of our
grasslands do not grow to
the size or quantity seen in
our forests.
Pictured here are photos of
trees from some of our 20
National Grasslands. A
Capitol Christmas tree from
the grasslands would look
like these.

Draw your own National Grasslands Capitol Christmas tree
Congratulations!
Your National
Grassland was
selected to
provide next
year’s Capitol
Christmas tree.
What will your
tree look like?

